B-physics studies for HL-LHC ATLAS upgrade
Tomas Jakoubek (IoP ASCR, Prague), for the ATLAS Collaboration In the Standard Model CP violation (CPV) is described by a phase in the CKM matrix. One of the manifestations of this complex phase is a phase shift between direct and mixing-mediated B s decays producing a common final state. In the case of B s → J/ψɸ this phase shift is predicted to be small: ɸ s = 0.0368 ± 0.0018 rad. New physics can enhance ɸ s whilst satisfying all existing constraints. Increased sensitivity is expected mainly due to the improved decay time resolution obtained with the ATLAS upgraded inner tracking detector. 
CP violation in
 p T (K) > 1 GeV  |m(K + K -) -m PDG (ɸ)| < 11 MeV  Oppositely-charged track pair (no PID)  p T (K) > 1 GeV  |m(K + K -) -m PDG (ɸ)| < 11 MeV
